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ABSTRACT 

Whether you are a student or an industry veteran, you might have heard about evolving and 

sometimes even existential threats that are caused by cyber attacks. In the world where cyber 

breaches with potentially devastating impact to data, brand, and operations are inevitable, 

organizations face a rising imperative to invest into preemptive measures in order to fight an 

asymmetric battle against cyber adversaries. Igors Konovalovs, Managing Director at Fareach 

Advisory discusses how enterprises and governments achieve decision advantage in handling 

emerging cyber risks as well as review Singapore’s threat profile and top line trends.   

During this session participants will learn about: 

 Cyber Warfare in 2020 

 What is Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) and why organizations need it 

 How geopolitical trends impact cyber security investments and cyber security strategy 

 A brief threat profile of Singapore 
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BIOGRAPHY 

Igors is a recognized subject matter expert in cyber threat intelligence and mobile security 

with international experience in conducting business in over 70 countries worldwide and a 

proven track record of setting up and developing businesses across ASIA, USA and EMEA in 

both established enterprises and early stage startups. 

Currently Igors renders advisory services to leading cyber security vendors from Singapore. 

Prior to that Igors served as a global VP of sales @ ZecOps and held sales management and 

technical positions in a number of enterprises including FireEye, Cisco Systems, ABB, and 

Cloudmark. Igors is frequent keynote speaker at various conferences including GovTech, 

Mobile World Congress, InfoSec, and others.  

Igors began his career as a research scientist with publications in IEEE and gained his Master’s 

Degree in Electrical Engineering from the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.   


